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Miller dynasty 350 parts list

View Full Version : Miller Dynasty 350 platypus2004-17-2008, 05:09 PMMy new Miller Dynasty 350 AC/DC tig machine arrived today, I used one briefly at the LWS, but have only powered the new one up here at the shop. Because of budgetary constraints, only the power supply was bought at this time the cooler and the cart will be a couple of months down the road. The manual is very indepth, many,
many features, the number of adjustments is mind boggling. Jack TommyA04-17-2008, 05:21 PMDang Jack, it has a lifting hook and all those buttons. That is one of those purchases that you know you got something when it takes other equipment to move it around and in your case you have to wait on the rest of the parts for it. :p So just how many pages are there in the instruction manual? platypus2004-
17-2008, 06:19 PM Looks like fun. What about a gas cooled torch from e-Bay, they go for about $40.00. platypus2004-17-2008, 06:49 PMI have a Miller Coolmate 3, cooler and a couple of torches, I'll be able to use the new machine immediately, I just won't have the "complete" new set up, until July or August. Jack KB Fabrications04-17-2008, 07:59 PMJack, I have logged about 70 hours on mine so if you
need help with anything don't hesitate to ask. :) The variable polartiy on AC is pretty sweet.:cool: Photomask04-17-2008, 11:24 PMI bought a Dynasty 200DX and in retrospect, I think I may have been more satisfied holding out for the bigger one. Although, the little Dynasty has been a blast to work with. It seems to be alot smarter about welding than I am.:eek: platypus2004-29-2008, 07:30 PMIts been
almost 2 weeks, since I picked up the Miller Dynasty 350, the more I use it the more impressed I become, there are so many features and setting, you set it up, and its wow this is a perfect setting, you change one of the paramiters and its wow all over again. I've been tigging aluminum, steel and stainless steel, and I also had a pipe job come in the shop and ran about 20# of E6010 and 20-25# of E7018, not
only is this a great tig welder, but it is also an excellent stick welder. This maybe one of the best purchases I've ever made. Jack quadlinear04-29-2008, 07:48 PMJaxck, Good for you! Glad to hear you are happy with it. If I ever relocate the shop again to a bldg where I hav have high amp 220 I will no doubt be springing for one. Till then I'm struggling by with a 60 A 220 pole barn circuit at home and that's
backed up by my Bobcat 225 model. I did get my new IR compressors running tonight though. I'm sure my neighbours will appreciate not hearing the Airman diesel running again, Alan rburke6505-02-2008, 10:07 AMOk, what is a LWS? I'm a real novice here........thanks. platypus2005-02-2008, 10:28 AMLWS - local welding supplier platypus2005-10-2008, 09:17 AMI sent the machine back, I've had a
operational problem for over a week, and have absolutely no responce out of Miller, Many e-mails have gone unanswered, call the rep and said pick it up, and have made arrangements to buy a Lincoln V310T. Between Miller and ITW, there are close to a dozen e-mails that are so far unanswered, apparently MIller isn't the company they used to be. It hard to spend close to $6500 and be ignored. Yes, I
could probably get the answers elsewhere, but at this point it the principal. Jack Harvuskong05-10-2008, 09:38 AMOk, what is a LWS? I'm a real novice here........thanks. LWS - Local Welding Supplier Matt Shade05-10-2008, 09:42 AMThat sucks. Please let us know what you think of the lincoln though. I eventually want to pick up an AC/DC TIG welder (hell I'd be excited about DC stick at the moment)and
I've always liked Lincoln equipment. So far I'm favoring the PT 225, but the inverter machines are pretty tempting so I'd like to hear your review of it. KB Fabrications05-10-2008, 05:15 PMJack, Care to share what was specifically wrong with your machine? I have almost 90 hours on mine now with absolutley zero issues. In fact, yours is the first I have heard of having any problems. I find it quite amazing
the experience you had with Miller.:confused: I am good friends with the regional rep here and I would like to relay some of this to him if you don't mind. I know for a fact that he would want to know who you sent the emails to and I can assure you he could get you some anwers. I have also had several conversations with the guys in tig applications and have always been treated with the utmost respect. In
fact, when one of the guys was unsure about a question I had, he went and got one of their welders on the line to help me troubleshoot through some setting issues. You can reach tig applications by calling 920-734-9821 and asking for that department directly. Shade Tree Welder05-10-2008, 06:34 PMI sent the machine back, I've had a operational problem for over a week, and have absolutely no
responce out of Miller, Many e-mails have gone unanswered, call the rep and said pick it up, and have made arrangements to buy a Lincoln V310T. Between Miller and ITW, there are close to a dozen e-mails that are so far unanswered, apparently MIller isn't the company they used to be. It hard to spend close to $6500 and be ignored. Yes, I could probably get the answers elsewhere, but at this point it
the principal. JackShit Jack you should have PM'd me or called me. I would have called them for you and gotten a response. What was the problem. platypus2005-10-2008, 07:21 PMThis is not the first time I've problems getting answers out of Miller, when I bought the MM350P, I had a minor problem and it took 2 weeks to get it corrected. If you call and can get ahold of someone, then you are in luck, if
they are on the phone, out to lunch or in a meeting, getting a return call in a timely fashion, for me just doesn't happen. I've sent e-mail after e-mail, with no responce, this cost about $6500 with sales tax, and I can't get anyone to respond. I'm just extremely fustrated with the machine and completely p*ssed off at Miller. From what the local service rep has told me the problem is a minor software issue, fixable
through the service screen on the machine, I just need some one to guide me through the steps. It locked up in the level 1 parameter lock out mode, I didn't set it and I can't get out of it. I finally got a call from the local rep late this afternoon, he said I'll have an answer by 9:00 am Monday morning. The LWS never showed to pick up the machine today, after Monday and whatever happens will determine
whether it goes back or not. Jack platypus2005-10-2008, 11:09 PMI sat in front of the machine for about 3 hours, finally hit the right code to unlock the unit. I used it for about 20 minutes. Shut it off, turned it back on, unit still unlocked, will recheck in morning. Jack KB Fabrications05-10-2008, 11:16 PMI hope you don't go all knee jerk and get rid of the machine. Little glitches happen all the time, with
EVERY color, and sometimes you just have to take a deep breath and relax a little. Your issue will get resolved. I am sorry for the luck you seem to have had with getting someone to address your problem though, I know that shit can be frustrating. However, Ron and I have both offered to play our cards for you so at this point you have options that you didn't before and if you choose not to use them, then,
well........................... That said, the 350DX is a sweet machine. IMHO, the new Lincoln pales in comparison and if what I have seen, and heard, holds true Miller shouldn't have anything to worry about. platypus2005-10-2008, 11:30 PMKB, I thank you and STW, for your offer of help, I still may need it, I'll see what Monday brings. At this point, I'm still deep inside, hoping this works out, I like this unit, if they
can fix this lock up problem, it will probably stay, again depending on my out come on Monday. JAck platypus2005-11-2008, 04:03 PMI've used it for a couple of hours today, and so far so good, it hasn't locked up again and the welds are coming out great. Again I used it in both the stick and tig modes. Jack LW Hiway05-11-2008, 09:36 PMYour not alone in your frustrations Jack, as it can happen with all
brands and all products. A manufacturer should hold themselves and be held by the consumer to a standard of dedication above all else with respect to their products. I have had a few problems with the bigger players in the welding market, a few major that seemed to take for ever to rectify, but it was the urgency of making a livelihood that caused my angst and I guess, rightly so. But we survive and carry
on best we can. Here's hoping your solutions and needs are met post haste. It's still a chunk of change when you consider it's not being used because of a problem. platypus2005-12-2008, 03:39 PMToday, I have received numerous calls from Miller about the Dynasty 350 and the problems, I'm having. I have talked to the President of Miller twice and to numerous people in service, engineering and design.
After these talks, it is obvious that Miller, is deeply concerned about the problem and also in the apparent lapse in communication, that has occurred. They have offered me an immediate fix to get through my current job and will follow up with service or repair if the need arises, after the job is done in late July or early August. At this point, I really couldn't ask for more. They would like data on the type of
welds, settings, enviromental conditions and other data, as this issue is new to them, to help diagnose the root cause of the problem. At this point it is full steam ahead and hopefuly Miller and I can find a long term correction for the problem. I wish to thank all of those at Miller for their assistance and the concern they have shown, once the communication problem was corrected. Jack cutter05-12-2008,
03:49 PM:D:D:D Wow! That's really good to hear, Jack. 1911man05-12-2008, 11:16 PMI've always heard good things about Hobart/ Miller as far as standing behind their products which is why my machines are either gray or blue. ;) That doesn't mean that other brands aren't good but service with some others can be an issue or so I've heard. I'll dance with the one what brung me.:) platypus2005-13-2008,
05:57 AMOver the years some of the many reasons, I've stayed with Miller is machine performance and back up service. Since I got in my field of work, I've owned numerous Lincoln, and still own a few of them, some Thermal Arcs and a few Fournius models. I've always felt that Miller offered in most cases the biggest bang for the buck, not always the most flashy or the gimickly feature laden, but offering a
very competitive, quality made and durable units. Hopefully my Dynasty episode was a fluke, and it will be smooth sailing from here. The first Chevy van I bought was a bear for the first 8-10,000 miles, after all of the issues were taken care of I drove it for almost another 300,000 miles, and the 3 others I've own since then have been great, some times as LW said there are teething problems. The initial lack
of response from Miller was shocking to me, but it has become quite apparent to me that after the numerous calls and the amount of people that Miller had involved yesterday, this was a real concern to them and they intend to follow through, and make it right. Jack vBulletin® v3.8.11, Copyright ©2000-2021, vBulletin Solutions Inc.
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